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FOREWORD :
It is indeed a privilege for us to bring out a pictorial book about Sexual Health and Sexual Rights (SHSR)
issues of Youth with Disabilities (YwD). These issues are not talked often and is not given due attention.
Often it is considered that YwD are asexual and hence do not have the need to express their sexual
feelings and urges. In the process, their sexual rights are violated. Sometimes they do not even know
that they are abused and victimised.
Most importantly caregivers, parents, special educators and institutions need to understand it from a
holistic and inclusive perspective. We at Foundation for Social Transformation believe that there are
gaps when it comes to these areas of concern. The gaps may be hesitations to talk about it due to
associated stigma, layering of identity, unawareness and lack of appropriate teaching and learning aid.
I hope that this pictorial book will help in filling up some of these gaps. The book will help different groups of people such
caregivers, parents and teachers in dealing with SHSR of YwDs .
My sincere thanks to our consultant Dr. Arundhuti Char for supporting us with her skills and experience, team FST and lastly to Ms.
Namrata Goswami (Programme Manager, FST) for tirelessly working on the issue, for identifying the need and diligently toiling
over it and making this book a reality.

Ritupon Gogoi
Executive Director
Foundation for Social Transformation
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FOREWORD :
Growing up with Disabilities is a delightful work, a breath of fresh air. They say it is meant for parents and
professionals, but, my compliments to the team at Foundation for Social Transformation (FST), for writing so
simply, lucidly and with so much information, that it can be easily read by the primary stakeholders themselves.
One of the commitments to United Nations Convention for the Rights of People with Disabilities (UNCRPD)
is to ensure that books and materials are available in accessible formats and for persons with intellectual
disability it means in plain language, this book is a good example of that. The illustrations, language, format
and font size all adds up to making this one of the first books in India for Youth with disabilities. I loved the
story, I do hope it encourages schools to help students develop meaningful relationships. It also gives vivid information about a subject
we generally push under the carpet.
Many Kudos! to FST, for doing the research and then developing an interesting and very useful product. Hoping this travels across the
country, to impact schools, families and persons with disabilities. This is a training manual and can be used by parents and professionals.
With Best Wishes,
Poonam Natarajan

Former Chairperson National Trust for persons with Autism,
Cerebral Palsy, Mental Retardation and Multiple Disabilities,
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment
Government of India
Founder, Vidya Sagar, Chennai, Tamilnadu
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This is a story of a girl – Geeta, with intellectual disability. She is slow in daily functioning
but her sheer grit, determination and pleasant manner draws many friends. The story
is set in a vocational training school for youth with disabilities where children with
intellectual, physical, and sensory impairments are learning and playing together.

Geeta’s best friend is Sara who has hearing impairment. She depends on lip-reading
and uses sign language with people who can understand. Despite this, she is a good
observer and is empathetic towards other people and their problems.

A great admirer of Geeta is Raju who has cerebral palsy. He has severe problems with
movement and is always on a wheelchair. He can lose his balance and needs support
while standing. Whenever he tries to talk it is very difficult to understand him.
Naren is an autistic boy. He is good in arithmetic and music. But he struggles to
communicate so he expresses himself through his drawings. He has mood swings and
repeats himself often. Although he likes people he cannot connect with them so feels
quite lonely.
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This story tells that people living with disabilities have a right to live with dignity. They have the
same sexual feelings and desires as everyone else, and thus have similar needs for such services
and education. Although they are protected and dependent on others, they are vulnerable and
face sexual abuse, especially girls.
Others in the story are:
Geeta’s Mother

Seema didi
The Caretaker

h

Geeta’s Father

Geeta’s sister

Montu
Geeta’s neighbour friend

Ambika Madam
The Manager

Doctor Aunty
The Counsellor

Tapanda
The Cook

Geeta

is a special girl. Yes, she is identified with intellectual
disability. She takes time to understand many things which other people
understand easily. But it does not matter. She is loving, she is caring, and
she is affectionate. She brings joy wherever she goes. She always helps
everybody. She helps her mother with household
work. She helps her sister wash clothes. She
helps her father in his shop. Everybody loves
her.
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Geeta goes to a vocational training school for youth with disabilities.

Sara is Geeta's best friend and they are always together. Her eyes are
very expressive, but she cannot speak or hear. Yet she understands
everything.

There

is Raju. He has cerebral
palsy. Sometimes he behaves oddly.
He starts shaking his head and just
does not stop. But Geeta is a magician,
she can calm him down when he is in
that state of distress. He is like her
little brother.

Tapan dada who is the cook of the school, also assists in maintaining

the cleanliness of the school premises and happily offers help when
requested.
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There

is Naren, who is autistic. He just does not like to talk or
interact with others. However he is good in music and can solve problems
in arithmetic. He is good in drawing as well.

Seema didi is their care-taker. Ambika Madam is the Manager and

Doctor Aunty is the Counsellor.

Everyone likes Geeta. She is always smiling. As we know, she can

bring joy wherever she goes.
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Today is Geeta's 18th birthday and she has become an adult. Everybody

is excited. Tapan dada has got a cake with ‘Happy Birthday Geeta’ written
on it.

Seema didi is tying balloons from the

fan. Ambika Madam is giving all the final
touches. There is music as well. They will
all dance. Geeta loves dancing and she
really dances well. Cake, Wafers, Fanta
and Music, and there is Seema didi's
lipstick. Girls love it. Geeta loves to dress
up to look beautiful. What fun.

Long live Geeta. Happy Adulthood!
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Geeta's mother has cooked Payas for Geeta on this auspicious day.

They have invited Montu, her neighbour and childhood friend. They are
watching TV. There is an advertisement break. It is a sanitary napkin
ad and they all blush. Geeta vividly remembers the day when she saw
blood on her pantie for the first time. She
was so frightened.

Geeta’s sister had assured her that it

is perfectly natural and it happens to all
girls as they grow up. She even taught
her how to use a sanitary napkin or pad
which absorbs menstrual blood. It has
to be changed frequently for the area to
remain dry, clean and odour-free. She had
also advised to wear dark coloured clothes
during those days so that stains are not
seen.
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Grandmother

used to advice not to touch anything in the house
during that period. But she changed her
mind when she saw a programme on TV. A
doctor explained that one can even wash
hair and have a bath as usual.

Geeta

also remembers Doctor Aunty
teaching the difference between a boy
and a girl. “Boys have a penis and
testicles from where sperms come
out. Girls have a vagina, uterus and
ovaries. They produce eggs.” She
had also explained that hair grows
in different parts of the body with
age, more in boys than in girls, and
voice changes in boys while growing
up into adulthood.
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Bodily changes

Female reproductive system

Menstruation

Male reproductive system

Amount of bleeding
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She had also explained why blood comes out of a girl's vagina for a few

days every month. “When one unfertilised egg matures, it comes out of
the ovary and leaves the body as blood through the vagina.” Geeta then
understood why she was bleeding. Doctor Aunty had told them that
breasts become bigger as girls grow up. Geeta discussed everything with
her sister. She bought a bra for Geeta. However, she took some time to
get used to it. Those were the days of fear and excitement of growing
up.

Geeta exchanges a naughty glance

with her sister while watching the ad.
Her sister is her guide cum companion
in this journey to adulthood. When
they are busy exchanging their secret
notes, they do not realise that Montu
is watching them. Montu has other
ideas in mind.
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It

is a different Geeta next day in school. There is no smile, no
excitement. Geeta is unable to talk to anyone, “what happened to
Geeta?” is the question in
everyone's mind. Sara somehow
senses what exactly may have
happened. She gives Geeta a
tight hug. Geeta instantly breaks
down and bursts into tears.
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It was Montu. Montu discovered a new Geeta during that advertisement

break. An adult Geeta. After watching TV Montu accompanied Geeta to the
grocer shop to buy some vegetables. There was a dark alley. Lust in Montu
overpowered him. Montu crossed that limit where
he should have stopped. He cornered Geeta in a
dark spot and tried to kiss her, tried to touch her

breasts.

Montu

did not take her consent. The touch
was so repulsive, so disgusting!
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Geeta pushed him and ran away. It was trust which got shattered

forever in a moment of madness. Violence. This is Sexual Violence.
Safe/Unsafe touch points
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Seema

didi takes Geeta to
Ambika Madam's cabin. Doctor
Aunty also joins them. How does one
counsel a girl like her who has just
undergone this trauma? wonders
Ambika Madam. Geeta knows only
to love and to be loved. She does
not understand the language of
hatred and imposition.

How does one explain to her the

ugly side of life? “Just assure her
that we are there with her at all
times - in her sadness as well as
happiness”, Doctor Aunty says.
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pic of geeta crying

Geeta is worried that Montu might do the same thing again. Doctor

Aunty puts her hand on Geeta’s shoulder, “Geeta, you are a brave girl.
See, how well you handled the situation.” She speaks to her parents to
ensure that Montu does not enter their house again. She also speaks to
the local Police Officer. The Officer calls Montu to the Police station and
warns him not to repeat this behaviour with anyone. Geeta feels better
after being reassured by adults whom she trusts.

Police with stick talking to Montu
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Naren is also disturbed by this incident but he finds it difficult to

express himself. So he draws a flower, with ‘I am sorry’ written on it and
gives it to Geeta.

Geeta reads the card, looks up straight into his eyes. Naren as being

Naren takes his gaze away. Tears roll down Geeta’s cheeks. But the
difference is, these are not tears of anguish any more, these are tears
of happiness.
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Instinctively, Geeta holds his hand

- a gesture of gratitude, acceptance,
and trust. Naren slowly moves his hand
away. He is scared of intimacy. Geeta
believes in connecting with others,
Naren is comfortable disconnecting
from others.

Though it took a little while, Geeta again becomes her old self. Her

family ensures that she is never alone with Montu. She discards that
incident like a bad dream. She knows only one way of living. Trust,
Affection and Love – these are the three pillars on which her life exists.
Her intellectual constraints gets more than compensated by her emotional
strength, extreme positivity and simplicity.
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It is Foundation Day in school. Geeta asks her Ma to cook Payas for

everyone. She ensures that everyone is served, everyone is happy. Geeta
also serves Naren. He takes it with some hesitation. Naren is sitting in
his favourite corner, away from the limelight. Geeta tries to pull him to
the centre, in the middle of all activities. Naren refuses. The more she
is trying to pull Naren out of his shell, the more Naren withdraws into
his shell.
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Naren is slowly getting the status of a special person in Geeta's life.

Geeta tries to be in close proximity with Naren on any pretext. Sara is
worried as she knows that Naren won't reciprocate, or can't reciprocate.
Emotional intimacy comes with responsibility, isn’t it? Special children
of this world are incapable of having special relationship, it is told.

While Geeta was busy pulling out

Naren from his cocoon, Sara is lost in
her thoughts about Geeta.She does
not like Geeta giving attention to
anyone else but her. She is possessive
of Geeta.
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It had to happen one day and it happens. The Board result is announced.

Naren gets 1st division. The best result in school so far and an occasion
to celebrate. Geeta is the happiest. Geeta tells everyone that Naren
has done well in the exam. Everyone is congratulating Naren. He is
not comfortable with compliments. Geeta is next to him all the time
accepting compliments on Naren’s behalf.

Raju is also there. Raju is happy

because Geeta is happy. The little
boy Raju, his world is centred around
Geeta didi. His emotions are centred
around Geeta didi's emotion.

Naren is unable to handle all this

attention. Naren wonders, Yes, I have
done well in exams, so what? A happy
day in his life is turning sour.
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Suddenly, he snaps at Geeta. Enough is enough. He can't take this

anymore. He starts trembling. He disappears to his corner. Geeta is
stunned.
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Geeta is in love with Naren. She wants to be with Naren, but Naren

doesn’t. Sara gestures to Geeta to be away from Naren for some time.
He may come back to Geeta later. “if he doesn’t?” Sara explains to
Geeta in her own way “Well, you have to give him his own space. You
have to accept it.”

Life

is about acceptance. Life is about mutual understanding and
respect. If need be, life is also about separation.

Others

also notice that Geeta
is sad. Geeta remains hopeful that
Naren will become her friend again.
Geeta knows one thing that if life is
to be enjoyed, one has to overcome
challenges.
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Naren

notices the change in Geeta. It makes him unhappy to see
Geeta sad. Geeta just wants to be part of Naren’s happiness and Naren
instead of sharing happiness, snatches it
away from her. He has never been able
to come to terms with his own condition.
Interacting with people is always stressful.
It won’t be easy, but Naren decides to talk
to Geeta.

Geeta

sees Naren standing near the
gate with a letter in his hand. Geeta stops
in front of Naren. He gives her the letter
with ‘I want to talk with you, will you come
to the park with me?’ written. Geeta does
not hesitate to say yes as she can trust
Naren from the bottom of her heart.
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They enter the park and sit down

on a bench. Naren wants to say
something but he drifts away in his
own world. Geeta is absorbed in her
own thoughts. They sit for an hour
or two, lost in time.

Naren

has never been so
comfortable with another person
next to him. And for Geeta, it is bliss.
Naren puts his hand on her hand,
Geeta puts her head on his shoulder.
They accept each other without a
word.
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Months pass by. Geeta learns to recognise Naren's space and time.

Naren learns to be comfortable in Geeta's presence. They spend time
together whenever possible. They are happy with each other. It is not
at all common to have a relationship in this special school. So, everyone
is struggling to accept it, yet there is no reason to dismiss it. It is doing
good to them. They are growing up, becoming responsible.

Sara,who

was sceptical and also jealous about it initially, starts
appreciating and accepting Naren in
Geeta's life. One day Sara inquires
from Geeta if they are thinking
of getting married. She is already
18 years old and he is 21, why not
consider this possibility? Happily
Geeta agrees as she is also thinking
the same but is afraid to say so.
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Doctor Aunty

consults the National Trust in Delhi for their expert
opinion. They have long discussions about the pros and cons of a
relationship between two specially challenged adults. They decide to be
fair to them, respect their emotions, desires, decisions and their right
to have a fulfilling life.

They

conduct a series of
counselling sessions with the couple
about
economic self-reliance,
social responsibilities, physical and
emotional health, caring and giving.
Also, about physical attraction,
sexual intercourse, pregnancy and
childbirth.

Doctor Aunty explains with diagrams what happens when a man and

a woman get emotionally closer and physically attracted.
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Sperms from a man's body flows through his penis and enters a woman's vagina

through intercourse. One sperm fuses with the egg produced inside the woman's
body. This forms into a foetus. The foetus gets nutrition from the mother. After 9
months the baby is born in this world. Doctor Aunty also tells them about various
methods of contraceptives to avoid unwanted pregnancy.

It is fascinating. Naren could understand most of it. For Geeta – it does

not matter, Naren is always there to support her. She wants to explore
this unknown world with him. Naren and Geeta as a couple complement
each other. One's weakness is another's strength.
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Naren

applies for a job in the
school as an IT assistant and they
are really happy to have him there.
Geeta becomes a caretaker. She is a
popular girl, nobody has a problem
accepting her.

Doctor

Aunty does some more
tests to ensure that they do not
have any other problem. It is all
fine. They could go ahead with the
marriage.

Everyone is happy and excited to

know that at last Geeta and Naren
can marry.
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And

finally the day of the big
event arrives - the wedding. All their
friends, relatives and neighbours
participate to bless the couple.
They all rejoice this unprecedented
marriage between these two
extraordinary persons.

Naren

and Geeta decide not to
have a baby in a hurry as they are
still very young. They decide that
Geeta will take oral contraceptive
pills.Naren makes it a point to
remind Geeta to take the pill every
day. Naren reads from the internet
all about pregnancy and explains to
Geeta.
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After almost a year, Naren starts feeling more settled with his job and

with their marriage. Naren suggests to Geeta that he is prepared to look
after a baby. Geeta was waiting for this moment. Geeta stops taking the
pills so that she can get pregnant.
Sperm meets egg

Pregnancy Test

After a few months Geeta notices that her menstrual cycle has not

started on the scheduled date. Geeta comes and whispers something to
Doctor Aunty. Doctor Aunty takes Geeta for a check-up. Pregnancy test
is done and it is positive. Geeta is going to become a mother!
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Another round of counselling. Geeta has to take tablets – calcium and

iron supplements. She has to eat nutritious food – palak, green vegetables,
fish, chicken, dals, fruits, etc. Medical checkups are done on scheduled dates, every three
months or more. Sonography tests are also
done to check for fetal anomalies and proper
growth. Geeta has to avoid excessive physical
work and mental trauma.
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Naren really takes care of Geeta. He helps in doing the household

work. Geeta’s mother decides to stay with them to ensure everything
goes smoothly.

Naren studies about prenatal care and

childbirth. He understands that in case
of complications Caesarean operation
will be done. This means the stomach
will be opened and the baby taken out.
Naren prepares himself with what to do
in case of an emergency.

Naren is getting tense, but Geeta is

a pillar of strength. She keeps assuring
him that all will be fine.
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Stages of pregnancy
and fetal growth
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With utmost care and precautions, everything goes smoothly. Geeta

has a normal delivery and the baby is born healthy.

And like all fairy tales, they live happily... of course with a fair share of

problems. But, Naren has the knowledge and Geeta has the determination
to overcome it and they have all the support from family and friends.
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FACTS
Growing up
• Boys and girls grow up differently.
• Boys get facial hair, pubic hair, and increase in body hair including underarms, enlarged Adam’s apple, and sexual and reproductive
•
•
•
•
•

organs develop.
Girls get underarm hair, breasts develop, hips broaden and sexual and reproductive organs mature.
Most boys and girls get acne (pimples).Puberty starts for both boys and girls.
Menstruation begins for girls.
Boys experience involuntary ejaculations during sleep, often with erotic dreams (wet dreams). This is normal.
Both boys and girls become more aware of their gender and body image – being a boy, being a girl. They try to imitate the gender
norm excessively. Girls like to “dress up” and boys try to act “macho”.They may also feel confused about their own personal and
sexual identity. They are generally preoccupied with themselves and their looks, have sexual curiosity, and have infatuation with
the opposite sex. Public personalities like actors or sports persons become their role models.
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Vulnerability and sexual violence
• Persons with disabilities are at increased risk to abuse and have 130% more chance of being a victim of violence, mostly domestic

violence and sexual violence, than those persons who do not have disabilities. Re-victimization by the same person is common.
About 80% of women and 60% of men with developmental disabilities are sexually molested by age 18.
• Often they may find it difficult to report abuse because of communication barriers. They are taught to comply with authority which
may make it harder for them to recognize abuse. More than half of them never seek assistance with legal or treatment services.

Precautions to be taken
• Knowing about safe and unsafe touches is important as also protecting oneself and seeking help.
• Touches are important to get which show affection like hugs and kisses from parents, siblings, or friends. Sometimes it may be nec-

essary for a doctor to touch you for examination. These are safe touches and are not harmful or hurtful.
• But some touches are unsafe which are hurtful and harmful such as :
• someone looking at or talking about sex with you
• someone punching, kicking, slapping, boxing, biting you
• someone showing pictures of naked people to you
• someone showing own private parts (vagina, penis or breasts) to you
• someone touching certain parts of your body – mouth/lips, chest/breasts, parts between the legs,penis or vagina and buttocks
• These touches make you feel uneasy and uncomfortable, even while playing a game.

Protection to be taken and seeking help
• It is best to avoid or get out of scary or uncomfortable situations. Stay away from a person who makes you feel uncomfortable or

never be alone with that person.
• If a situation arises always push the person and run away, shout for help and scream out loud.
• Always tell someone you trust about what happened such as your mother, teacher or anyone else whom you can trust and who can
help.
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The reproductive system
The male and female reproductive system is made up of internal and external sex organs which function for reproduction.

The male reproductive system
•
•
•
•
•

Penis and scrotum are the two parts of the male reproductive system.
The penis has a tip from where urine and semen comes out. The foreskin covers and protects the tip of the penis.
The scrotum is the sac of skin that hangs below the penis, it makes sperms and testosterone.
Vas deferens is a long, narrow tube which carries the sperms.
The urethra is the tube that carries urine, and semen to the urethral and out of the body.

The female reproductive system
• The female reproductive system is made up of internal organs - ovaries, fallopian tubes, and the uterus (womb) which develops
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

during puberty.
The ovaries are two small organs, on the left and right side od the uterus. Each ovary releases an egg every alternate month. This
process is called ovulation.
Ovaries also produce female sex hormones such as oestrogen and progesterone.
The Fallopian tubes are two tubes from the ovaries into the uterus. The egg travels from the tube to the uterus.
The uterus is a pear shaped muscular organ. It is where the egg embeds itself and grows into a foetus.
The uterus provides protection and nutrition to the foetus.
The uterus also produces vaginal and uterine secretions which help the sperm travel up to the Fallopian tubes.
The cervix is the neck of the uterus, where it joins with the upper part of the vagina.
The external sex organs (genitals) are the vulva including the labia, clitoris and vaginal opening. The vagina is connected to the
uterus at the cervix. The vagina is a fibrous canal from the outside of the body to the cervix of the uterus. It is also called the birth
canal.
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Menstruation
• The egg which is not fetilized travels from the ovary to the uterus where it breaks down as blood flows out of the body through the
•
•
•
•
•

vagina. This is called menstruation or menstrual periods.
Menstruation or periods is the regular discharge of blood and tissues from the uterus through the vagina when one egg is released
from an ovary around day 14 of the cycle. This is called the ovulation phase.
A sanitary napkin (sanitary towel or sanitary pad) is used to absorb the discharge during menstruation. Sanitary napkins are made
from various types of absorbent material.
Sanitary Napkins are of two types – disposable and reusable. The reusable pads are usually made of cloth at home. It is washed, dried
and reused. The disposable pads are either homemade or purchased and not reused.
It is advisable to change a pad after 5 hours. Changing of pad also depends on the menstrual flow. If bleeding is heavy then the pad
should be changed more often. It is important to keep the area dry and clean during menstruation.
The used pads should be wrapped in paper and disposed properly.

Pregnancy
• Pregnancy can occur by sexual intercourse when the male penis enters the vagina. the semen is ejaculated from the penis into the

vagina.
• if the sperm travels up to Fallopian tube and meets the egg, then fertilization takes place. This formation is called a zygote. This
fertilized egg then travels down to the uterus and embeds there.
• Pregnancy test is done to confirm pregnancy.
• Conception to child birth takes around 9 months (40 weeks). The pregnancy period is broadly divided into 3 periods – first trimester
(0- 3 months), second trimester (4-6 months) and third trimester (7-9 months).
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Contraceptives
•

Using contraceptives prevents conception. There are various types of contraceptive methods available in India.

•

Male sterilisation – is a surgery that involves cutting or tying the 2 tubes that carry the sperms from the testes to the penis.

•

Female sterilisation – is a surgery that involves cutting or tying the 2 tubes that carry the ova from the ovary to the uterus.

•

Intrauterine device (IUD) – is a small device inserted in the uterus. It can remain there for 5 to 10 years, and can be removed any
time.

•

Condoms (male & female) – are very thin rubber sheaths different for men and women to wear. This blocks the semen from entering
the uterus. This can be used by the person themselves and is not dependent on a healthcare service provider.

•

Oral contraceptive pills – are small pills to be taken every day.

•

Injectables – are injections given once in 3 months.

•

Emergency contraception – IUD and pills – an IUD can be inserted or emergency contraceptive pills can be taken soon after an
unprotected intercourse to prevent pregnancy. This is to be taken within 72 hours after intercourse.
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Rights
Persons with disabilities have the same rights as other people to a fulfilled and complete life with relationships and sexual fulfilment.
Stigma around developing relationships because of a disability exists in society. Relationships can develop with persons with the same
disability, another form of disability or with no disability.
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